Guardian of nature druid
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From Dungeons and Dragons Wiki DnD Spells List allows you to create your own spell book for your character! Click the red Create your book button at the top of the table to enter the spelling book selection mode. Once you're inside, you can choose the spells you like by clicking on the checkbokx to the left of the spell
on the board, this way you'll get added to your spell book in this section of the page. Roll initiative and have fun! 2018-07-03, 09:49 AM (ISO 8601) I'm trying to figure out the best way to abuse this spell for an 8th level Moon Druid. I have many forms that use force to attack, but the extra damage doesn't seem to be true.
Obviously I will miss the first round of my battle (cast the spell as bonus action and convert as action). 2018-07-03, 10:13 am (ISO 8601) Originally posted by nickl_2000 I'm trying to figure out the best way to abuse this spell for an 8th level Moon Druid. I have many forms that use force to attack, but the extra damage
doesn't seem to be true. I'd suggest we go the other way. Become a tree animal! You get more hit points to help keep your shape as well as the advantage in storing Con throws to help you keep the spell going. The difficult terrain makes you much stickier. Also, if you can prebuff with shillelagh and then turn it into
something with your hands... Like a giant tree monkey. Okay, trees. We're about to go to a dungeon -- hey, Twigs, you're paying attention?--ok, so stay out here, and if we run out of there with a bunch of monsters behind us we'll all go Harry Potter to them like they were cars. No, Ichi-Floik, it's a report. Have you ever
heard of breaking the character? * Sigh* Just stay here and kill things that are after us. Act like a tree and... stay. -PeteNutButter 2018-07-03, 12:38 pm (ISO 8601) I don't think you can really abuse this spell. It will always be weaker than say a clutch of shapeshifter or exile, but you can definitely maximize its funness and
potential. Let's see, at level 8 you're limited to CR 2 forms so I recommend using it mainly for: Giant Constrictor Snake – Advantage to hit is key and auto grapple &amp; restraint for hit target is huge (17 avg damage). The restrained situation is extremely strong though. Rhino - Advantage to hit for a pretty strong attack
(23 damage before the extra 1d6, 27ish total avg) and a DC 15 except not to hit prone. It requires a hit a run or a run and hit the style that the extra traffic will help with. Saber-Toothed Tiger – Similar to Rhino, but with an attacking action bonus instead of the bonus dmg on the 1st attack and also a DC 14 save to hit
prone. Unfortunately, the bonus attack only comes if the target is hit prone so it is less reliable than the rhino, but higher dmg if successful (12 + 1d6 = 16 base, or 29 total average damage if you have the attack action bonus.) Polar bear - - to hit, good average damage (21 dmg before the extra 2d6, 28 total avg) IMO
Giant snake constrictor and rhino are the clear winners Last edited by dejarnjc; 2018-07-03 at 12:40 pm 2018-07-03, 03:00 pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by dejarnjc I don't think you can really abuse this spell. It will always be weaker than say a clutch of shapeshifter or exile, but you can definitely maximize its funness
and potential. Let's see, at level 8 you're limited to CR 2 formats so I recommend using it mainly for: IMO Giant snake constrictor and rhino are the clear winners wouldn't the Polar Bear be better just because they have Multiattack? (benefit of adv in 2 attacks and get the extra damage in both attacks) 2018-07-03, 03:26
pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Maxilian would not be the Polar Bear to be better just because they have Multiattack? (benefit of adv in 2 attacks and get the extra damage in both attacks) The Giant Snake Constrictor gives advantage to all attacks of your allies if hit, because it imposes the restrained situation.
Getting advantage in this attack is better than an extra 1d6 loss for the second set polar bear attack, assuming you have allies and that they have quite strong attacks. 2018-07-04, 09:01 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by nickl_2000 I'm trying to figure out the best way to abuse this spell for an 8th level Moon Druid. I
have many forms that use force to attack, but the extra damage doesn't seem to be true. It would be, your wildshape attacks are hand-to-hand gun attacks, even if they are not attacks with melee weapons. 2018-07-04, 09:02 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by MaxWilson The giant Snake Constrictor gives advantage to
all attacks of your allies if they strike because it imposes the restrained situation. Getting advantage in this attack is better than an extra 1d6 loss for the second set polar bear attack, assuming you have allies and that they have quite strong attacks. Good point (So I guess they make the team dependent, some parts may
have no need for this-many caster not based on bump or have melee characters who can get advantage easily for themselves -Rogue, Barb-) 2018-07-04, 02:05 pm (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Maxilian Good Point (So I guess make the team dependent, some parties may have no need for it –very icing is not based
on bump or have body characters with body that can gain advantage easily for themselves -Rogue, Barb-) Everyone in the group is a melee gish (EK, reach with body stone Wizard, Bladelock, and druid moon). So restrained is a great situation, the giant ant from The Volume of Beasts will play beautifully in this state Last
edited by nickl_2000; 2018-07-04 at 02:05 PM Yes, Nature's Keeper will take you and influence you while you're in the wild. With some exceptions. Transformation doesn't break your concentration in a spell already cast [...] So to start with, the spell will not end just because you are using Wild Shape. In addition: You
retain the advantage of any features from your category, breed, or other source and you can use them if the new format is naturally capable of doing so. However, you can't use any of your particular sensations, such as darkvision, unless your new one also has that feeling. Thus, the attributes you gain from the spell
(which falls within other sources) will work if the new format is able to use them. The walking speed increases by 10 feet. Anything that can walk should be able to use this feature. I would rule that a form that does not have a walking speed, such as a quipper or hippocampus, is not able to use it. You gain dark vision with
a range of 120 feet. As the clip says, you can't use darkvision unless your wild shape format already has it. If he does, he'll have to get the 120-foot range. Probably. It's not entirely clear. You can make power-based attack reels with advantage. Okay, that's a little weird, because monsters don't determine whether their
attacks are based on power. You should work with your DM on a case-by-case basis to find out if this is the case. (It's pretty easy to tell when a creature's attacks are force-based, though.) Hand-to-hand attacks cause you additional 1d6 damage in one hit. Yes. Everything you can to Wild Shape in has some kind of
assault weapon melee, so you'll always be able to use it. Nature's Keeper, a conversion spell A spell from Xanthar's Guide to Everything Transfer Level: 4 Casting Time: 1 Bonus Action Range: Self Components: V Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute A spirit of nature answers your call and turns you into a powerful
guardian. The transformation lasts until the spell is over. You can choose one of the following formats to take over: Primal Beast or Big Tree. Original Monster. Bestial fur covers your body, your facial features become wild, and you gain the following benefits: - Your walking speed increases by 10 feet. - You're gaining
dark vision with a range of 120 feet. - You can make Power-based attack reels with advantage. - Attacks on your hand-to-hand weapons cause an additional 1d6 damage in one hit. Big Tree. Your skin appears barky, leaves germinate from your hair, and you gain the following benefits: . You earn 10 temporary success
points. - You make regiment-saving shots with an advantage. - You can do Dexterity- and Wisdom-based attack rollers with - While you're on the ground, the ground within 15 feet of you is difficult terrain for your enemies. Page: 157 from Xanthar's guide to everything A Druid, Ranger, spell Create and save your own

spelling books, register now! Looking for another spell? Visit the Spell List &lt;&lt; Back 4th Level Translate (Ranger, Druid) Casting Time: Bonus Action Range: Self Components: V Duration: Concentration, 1 minute Non-SRD, try here or search. xge 157 Back to in List This website exists thanks to the contribution of
regulars to Patreon. If you find these tools useful, consider supporting this site. Even simply disabling your adblocker will help (it's only text and simple image ads I promise). Becoming a patron will upgrade your account to premium, ad-free and more features. Shout outs: Stacey, John Patrick Callahan Jr., Gordon
Alexander Fallon, and Max Puplett. Their contribution stands as a beacon of hope for all adventurers! As we all know, moon druids hit a bit of a wall in the middle levels after starting amazing at 2, but nature's keeper adds significant benefits if you're able to wildly delay forming a turn. Will that be enough? And as a side
note, are there any reasonably high-level dex based animals for special synergy with the large tree? @mikemearls @SageAdviceDnD HELLO! Question, if my Lvl 7 Druid casts Guardian of Nature (Primal Beast) For himself and then proceeds to go wild form, the effects of the spell continue in The Wild Figure??? — jotat
(@JulianRuiz512) January 11, 2018 Using Wild Shape does not interrupt your concentration in a spell, so yes, nature's guardian has not been stopped by Wild Shape. — Jeremy Crawford (@JeremyECrawford) January 12, 2018
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